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COLOUR SQUARES PLACEMENT RUG
- 24 SQUARES

SKU: N/A

GALLERY IMAGES
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Elizabeth Richards school rugs are at the centre of the flexible learning experience. They
are a gathering place – a place for the whole class to meet, small groups to collaborate,
and for kids to build one-on-one connections.

 

Elizabeth Richards classroom carpets and rugs will make your classroom an inviting place for inspired
learning. A must-have for every classroom from early childhood settings through to High School
break-out rooms and libraries. Our rugs are ideal for setting up learning spaces and defining zones.
Your classroom library will have its own designated reading zone with an Elizabeth Richards
classroom mat or you can place our rugs at the front of the classroom for collaboration, reflection,
guided or independent learning.

Our Colour Squares Placement Rug (24 squares) is as colourful as it is functional. With 24 bright
primary-coloured individual squares (green, blue, orange, magenta, yellow and red) each measuring
40cm x 40cm, there’s a place for every child. Made from high quality cut pile polyester blend with a
non-slip latex backing, Elizabeth Richards classroom rugs will withstand heavy foot traffic. Each rug is
soil resistant and easily wiped down or vacuumed to maintain the vibrant colour.

Elizabeth Richards classroom mats were designed for Australian classrooms to enhance a flexible
learning environment. Our Scoop Rockers (ERPSR4), Lap Desks (ERSLD4M) and Dry Erase Folding Lap
Desk (ERDEFLD) can all be used by children while seated on a classroom rug, offering kids
the opportunity to make choices about how they learn best.

 

Applications and Use

Elizabeth Richards classroom rugs are perfect for flexible classroom seating
Can be used in a school or classroom library for creating reading and learning zones
Ideal for all ages from Early Childhood and Preschool settings, through to Primary and High
School
Elizabeth Richards classroom carpets can be a part of your overall flexible seating whole school
plan
Use for small groups, independent learning, collaboration and larger group activities
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Features

Cut pile polyester blend with a non-slip latex backing
24 bright primary coloured seating squares

 

Specifications

3m x 2m
Care instructions: Easily wiped-clean and vacuumed
Elizabeth Richards classroom mats have been photographed in a studio under professional
lighting. The colours may differ slightly in person to what you see on your desktop, laptop or
mobile device.

 

Shipping and Packaging

Elizabeth Richards classroom seating rugs come rolled, wrapped in sturdy plastic and are
considered a bulky item.

 

Opening Instructions 

Elizabeth Richards suggests you vacuum the rug shortly after opening to remove and dust from
transit.

Other products in the range

Elizabeth Richards Colour Squares Placement Rugs are often purchased with the following
flexible seating products:
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